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Problem Sums Practice 

 

1. In a class,  
2

9
  of the pupils like vanilla ice cream and 

4

9
  of them like chocolate ice 

cream. If the remaining 12 pupils like strawberry ice cream, 

(a) what fraction of the class like strawberry ice cream? 

(b) how many pupils are there in the class? 

2. Jenny had 45 more stickers than Isabel at first. After Isabel had used up 15 of her 

stickers, Jenny had thrice as many stickers as Isabel in the end. How many stickers did 

Jenny have? 

3. Tank B has 658 l of water. Tank C has 296 l of water. How much water must be 

transferred from Tank B to Tank C so that both tanks will have the same amount of 

water? 

4. Mr Tan has between 48 and 75 apples in his stall. He will have a remainder of 2 apples 

whether he sells his apples in packets of 3 or in packets of 5. How many apples does 

Mr Tan have in his stall? 

5. Lisa bought a refrigerator that cost $2599. She paid a down payment of $499. She then 

could pay the rest in monthly instalments of $119 for 2 years or $209 for 1 year. Which 

is the cheaper option for her? 

6. When it is 03 00 in Bangkok, it is 04 00 in Singapore. Joel took a flight from Singapore 

to Bangkok. His flight left Singapore at 07 25. What was the time in Bangkok when he 

reached if the duration of the flight is 2 h 30 min? 

7. Calvin bought 108 cookies. He gave 13 cookies to Justin and some to Lin Lin. He then 

found that he had  
4

9
  of his cookies left. How many cookies did Calvin give to Lin Lin? 
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8. Study the table below.  

 

Name Height (cm) 

William 146 

Leon 134 

Derrick 128 

Jonathan 158 

Francis ? 

Xavier ? 

 

 

 Jonathan is twice as tall as Francis. Xavier is 38 cm taller than Francis. 

 (a) What is the height of Francis? 

 (b) What is the total height of the 6 boys in metres and centimetres? 

9. For every watch that Anthony sold, he earned $15. He received a bonus of $8 for every 

5 watches he sold. How much would he earn if he sold 24 watches? 

10. Calculate the area of the figure below. 

 

                         5 cm  5 cm 

 

           6 cm  6 cm 

 

             12 cm            24 cm 

 

 

 

11. Mrs Leong bought a handbag for $125. She paid the cashier in $10 and $5-notes. If 

there were 17 notes altogether, how many $10-notes were there? 
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             3 cm 

 

 

 

 

36 cm 

 

 

12. There were 2705 cookies in Box A, 3168 cookies in Box B and 2401 cookies in Box 

C. How many cookies must be transferred from Box B to Box A and C so that there 

would be the same number of cookies in each box? 

13. Weiming started his piano class at 10 20. His class lasted 45 minutes. He then took 30 

minutes to walk home. At what time would he reach home? 

14. Mary saved 0.2 of her monthly salary. She gave $210 to each of her parents and had 0.3 

of her salary left. 

(a)  How much money did Mary have left? 

(b) How much was Mary’s monthly salary? 

15. A wire is used to form a rectangle, 12 cm long and 4 cm wide. The same length of wire 

is also used to form a square. 

(a) Find the length of the wire used. 

(b) Find the area of the square formed by the wire. 

16. A photograph, 36 cm long and 24 cm wide, was pasted on a piece of rectangular 

cardboard, leaving a uniform border of 3 cm all around. Find the area of the border. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

24 cm 
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